CONVENTION CENTERS:

STAYING ENERGIZED IN THIS INDUSTRY
A Few Easy Tips To Use Every Day | By Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP
We all know from working in the events industry that what is required to get the job done can include long days and hours, nights
and weekends, and of course, holidays. I have been working in this
QVL][\ZaNWZW^MZaMIZ[IVLITWVO\PM_Ia1¼^MUIVIOML\WLM^MTWX
some strategies to keep myself energized and ready to conquer every
new day, event, and challenge.
Listen to Your Body and Be Kind to It
When you are feeling really tired and about to burnout, you need to
recognize the symptoms and give your mind and body time to rest and
ZMKPIZOMQVWZLMZ\W\ISMWVaW]ZVM`\M^MV\1N aW]LWVW\UISMQ\I
priority to eat and sleep well, especially during busy and stressful times,
you could soon be headed toward a downward spiral.
It does not take much just to stop, put aside all your electronics,
IVLMVRWa\PMJMVMÅ\[WN MI\QVOIPMIT\PaUMIT?PMVaW]PI^MLWVM
\PQ[aW]_QTTJM[]ZXZQ[MLJaPW_U]KPUWZMMVMZOQbMLaW]NMMT5a
event managers often say they do not have time to take a break, or to
sit down and quickly recharge their batteries, but I always encourage
\PMU\WPIVLW\ٺPMQZZILQWIVL\ISM_PI\M^MZ\QUMQ[VMKM[[IZa\W
OM\JIKSWV\ZIKS<WUa[]ZXZQ[M\PMaZM\]ZV\W\PMQZL]\QM[_Q\PI
clearer head, a calmer demeanor, and a refreshed sense of purpose. It
should not be underestimated how powerful it can be to pay attention
\WaW]ZXPa[QKITIVLUMV\ITVMML[L]ZQVOIPMK\QKLIaWZM^MV\:MOularly feeding your body with nutrient-packed foods, as well as giving
yourself time to properly digest, should provide the boost needed to
KIZZaaW]\PZW]OPM^MV\PMTWVOM[\IVL\W]OPM[\WN \QUM[6I\]ZITTa
going to bed at a reasonable time and free from the distractions of life’s
favorite tech gadgets is a miracle worker—everything will always look
and feel better in the morning!
Take a Time-Out
I like to think that, for most people, the thought of being away from
\PMQZ LM[S KIV [\QZ ]X I TQ\\TM JQ\ WN  IV`QM\a 1N  aW] IZM TQSM UM aW]
have probably worried about emails piling up, more items being added
\WaW]Z\WLWTQ[\WZ\PMO]QT\WN TWWSQVO]VXZWL]K\Q^M\WaW]ZWٻKM
colleagues. Put those worries aside, because your productivity should
not be measured by how much time you spend at your desk. I cannot
recommend enough that you add short time-outs into your daily work
routine, regardless of how busy your schedule is.
-^MZaWVM1IU[]ZMPQ\[\PMXU_ITTAW]SVW__PMVQ\\ISM[aW]
longer than normal to write emails, make decisions, or concentrate on
tasks that have to get done. It is that feeling when your brain has had
MVW]OPIVLQ[ZMILa\WKITTQ\Y]Q\[NWZ\PMLIa<PQ[Q[\PMJM[\\QUMQN 
any, to take a time out, go outside and breath in some fresh air. If
you cannot get outside, just step away from your desk and head toward
[WUM_PMZMWٺMZQVOIKPIVOMWN [KMVMZaWZ\ITS\WIKW_WZSMZIJW]\
[WUM\PQVOW\PMZ\PIV_PI\aW]IZMK]ZZMV\Ta_WZSQVOWV1VW]ZWٻKM
we have taken to stepping outside and sitting at a picnic table, where
I[UITTOZW]XWN ][M`KPIVOMNZQMVLTaJIV\MZIVL[PIZM[WUMTI]OP[
It makes the rest of the day seem less agonizing. I get back to my desk
feeling totally refreshed and more productive, almost as if it was the
start of the work day again.
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Let Go of the Stress
?MWN\MVRWSMQVW]ZJ]QTLQVOIJW]\\PM-^MV\[<MIUPI^QVOIKZaQVO
room. When other departments say, “there’s no crying in events,” we
laugh because this could not be further from the truth. In this indus\Za[\ZM[[KIVJ]JJTM]XIVLKWV[]UMaW]]VM`XMK\MLTa4I[\UQV]\M
changes or revisions, not to mention meeting deadlines, will almost
always be overwhelming. Working as the go-between with your operations team on one side and your client on the other can sometimes
push you to your limit. When my children were young and having a
temper tantrum, I would put them in a time out. Let them cry, disconnect them from what is making them freak out, and give them time to
calm down before trying to rationalize with them. Well, guess what?
Adults occasionally need the same kind of treatment. Give them time
to yell, cry, or let go of any emotion they are holding deep inside. I
ÅVLIY]QKSZMTMI[MQ[ITTaW]VMML\WOM\aW]JIKS\WVWZUIT;W_ITS
away from the stress. Step outside, step into a washroom, and let it out,
M^MVQN Q\Q[R][\NWZIKW]XTMUQV]\M[:MUMUJMZ\WJZMI\PMIVL_IQ\
until you have regained your composure before getting back to work.
Practice Positivity
6MOI\Q^Q\aQ[I^MZaMI[a\ZIX\WNITTQV\W?M[\IZ\\W\MTTW]Z[MT^M[\PQVO[
TQSM¹<PQ[KTQMV\Q[JMQVO]VZMI[WVIJTMº¹1_QTTVM^MZKI\KP]XºIVL
¹6WWVMKIVPMTXUMº*MNWZMaW]SVW_Q\\PM[MVMOI\Q^M\PW]OP\[
become a negative habit, crippling us from moving forward. Learning
to manage our thoughts and giving them a positive spin makes all of
\PMLQٺMZMVKM
0MZMQ[I[\ZI\MOa\PI\PI[LWVM_WVLMZ[NWZUMIVL1PWXMQ\_QTT
LW\PM[IUMNWZaW]6M`\\QUMQV[\MILWN NWK][QVOWVITT\PM\PQVO[
you cannot do for a client, draw your attention to all the realistic things
aW]KIVLW5W^QVO[\MXJa[\MXQVIXW[Q\Q^MLQZMK\QWVKIVPMTXaW]\W
TMI^MITT\PMVMOI\Q^M[\]ٺJMPQVL:I\PMZ\PIVL_MTTWVITT\PMKI\KPQVO]XaW]PI^M\WLW\PQVS\WaW]Z[MTN¹<PQ[Q[IJ][a_MMSJ]\1_QTT
[\IZ\IVLNWK][WV\PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\\PQVO[ÅZ[\IVL_WZS\PZW]OP
the rest as time goes on.”
)KKWZLQVO\W6M_\WV¼[TI_WJRMK\[QVUW\QWV\MVL\W[\IaQVUW\QWV
Sitting at your desk and staring at the pile of work right in front of you
is kind of self-destructive. Start with one task, even if it’s the smallest,
and watch as you gradually build a sense of accomplishment. Before
you know it, that positive feeling takes over and you’re moving on to
\PMVM`\\I[SIVLY]QKSTaKPMKSQVOQ\MU[WٺaW]ZTQ[\;WWVMVW]OP
you will be looking back and smirking at what you thought was impossible and never-ending.
<PM M^MV\[ QVL][\Za Q[ ^MZa ZM_IZLQVO# PW_M^MZ Q\ KIV []KS I TW\
WN MVMZOaW]\WN ][I[_MTT?MX][PW]Z[MT^M[\W\PMUI`[W\PI\W]Z
KTQMV\[IVL\PMQZO]M[\[KWUMI_Ia_Q\PI[I\Q[NaQVOM`XMZQMVKM)\\PM
[IUM \QUM _M OW \PM M`\ZI UQTM JMKI][M _M _IV\ \W JM IJTM \W XI\
ourselves on the back for a job well done. Even though it can leave us
feeling drained and running on empty, I could not ask to work in a bet\MZQVL][\Za6W_TM\¼[SMMXLWQVO_PI\_MLWJM[\IVL[\IaMVMZOQbML
while doing it. FM
Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP, is director of events at Scotiabank Convention
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